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MEAT

HEAT & SERVE PORK - 12 CANS. READ
DETAILS.!!
One Case Heat & Serve Pork - 12 cans

UPS SHIPPING ONLY. Be advised that if
UPS shipping is not chosen, customer
will be contacted and any extra shipping
costs that apply will need to be taken
care of before shipment of product.

All food products are USDA processed
with canning seals twice-checked for
closure. Upon arrival of your order, it is

HEAT & SERVE MEAT COMBO
One Case Heat & Serve Combo Pack - 4 each,
beef, turkey, pork (12 total)

UPS SHIPPING ONLY. Be advised that if
UPS shipping is not chosen, customer
will be contacted and any extra shipping
costs that apply will need to be taken
care of before shipment of product.

This item is the "Combo Pack" contains 4 cans
of beef, 4 cans of pork, and 4 cans of turkey.
(12 total)

From a separate division of LHT, out of the
Appalachian Foot Hills of Ohio, part of the

https://head2tail.com/product/heat-serve-pork-12-cans-read-details/
https://head2tail.com/product/heat-serve-meat-combo/
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not unusual for some transit scratches
or dents. Unless seals are broken or
leaking, there is no reduction of product
integrity or long term value!

This item is a case containing 12 cans.

From a separate division of LHT, out of the
Appalachian Foot Hills of Ohio, part of the
Midwest known for great nutritious food
production, comes an all new product "Heat
and Serve Pork."

Before electric freezers preservation of farm
raised foods was by canning. It is an old
process with a 5 year shelf life minimum.
Lean meats grown on the rolling hills of Ohio
are carefully selected, trimmed and pressure
cooked to the exact second of perfection. Now
it is available to heat and serve in minutes.

Most heat and serve meat products are
processed in Brazil, China or outside the USA.
All LHT meats are home grown in Ohio, USA.
The ingredients do not include monosodium
glutamate (MSG), extractives of koozonta,
artificial flavorings, dehydrated anything,
dextros or flabozakrin coloring.

LHT All Natural Pork daily value is trans fat O
g, total carbohydrate Click here for full label

Each large 28 oz. can contains simply meat
and a pinch of salt. Very slow pressure
cooked, the juices are totally retained for a
wonderful broth. It is boneless with no waste.
Perfect for emergency provisions, even if the
electricity goes off. Great for salads, soups,
stews and sandwiches. Enjoy just like fresh
cooked meat, except without the preparation
time.

Please be advised to store cans in a dry
place at room temperature to prevent
freezing. Freezing my cause the can to
swell and break the seal.

Note on BPA: Click here

*All products depart LHTT in new,
undamaged condition. Be advised that
some cans may have scratches or small
dents even though double wall boxed.
Any product that has not been damaged
in transit to the extent of leakage is
wholesome and safe to consume. (Thank
your lucky-stars you did not order glass
containers of okra jelly.)

Midwest known for great nutritious food
production, comes two all new products "Heat
and Serve Turkey" and "Heat and Serve Pork."

Before electric freezers preservation of farm
raised foods was by canning. It is an old
process with a 5 year shelf life minimum.
Lean meats grown on the rolling hills of Ohio
are carefully selected, trimmed and pressure
cooked to the exact second of perfection. Now
it is available to heat and serve in minutes.

Most heat and serve meat products are
processed in Brazil, China or outside the USA.
All LHT meats are home grown in Ohio, USA.
The ingredients do not include monosodium
glutamate (MSG), extractives of koozonta,
artificial flavorings, dehydrated anything,
dextros or flabozakrin coloring.

LHT All Natural Pork daily value is trans fat O
g, total carbohydrate Click here for full label )
The companion product LHT All Natural
Turkey has less of the above issues than the
Pork, also with just two ingredients.

Each large 28 oz. can contains simply meat
and a pinch of salt. Very slow pressure
cooked, the juices are totally retained for a
wonderful broth. It is boneless with no waste.
Perfect for emergency provisions, even if the
electricity goes off. Great for salads, soups,
stews and sandwiches. Enjoy just like fresh
cooked meat, except without the preparation
time.

Now four choices of products:  Pork, Beef,
Turkey, and also a triple case of 4 each.

Please be advised to store cans in a dry
place at room temperature to prevent
freezing. Freezing my cause the can to
swell and break the seal

Note on BPA: Click here

*All products depart LHTT in new,
undamaged condition. Be advised that
some cans may have scratches or small
dents even though double wall boxed.
Any product that has not been damaged
in transit to the extent of leakage is
wholesome and safe to consume. (Thank
your lucky-stars you did not order glass
containers of okra jelly.)

Weight 26 lbs
Dimensions 17 × 13 × 5 in

Read More

http://www.head2tail.com/canned/bpa.html
http://www.head2tail.com/canned/bpa.html
https://head2tail.com/product/heat-serve-meat-combo/
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Weight 24 lbs
Dimensions 16 × 14 × 5 in

Read More
Price: $122.40
Category: Meat

Price: $157.70
Category: Meat

HEAT & SERVE BEEF - 12 CANS
One case Heat & Serve Beef - 12 cans

UPS SHIPPING ONLY. Be advised that if
UPS shipping is not chosen, customer
will be contacted and any extra shipping
costs that apply will need to be taken
care of before shipment of product .

All food products are USDA processed
with canning seals twice-checked for
closure. Upon arrival of your order, it is
not unusual for some transit scratches
or dents. Unless seals are broken or
leaking, there is no reduction of product
integrity or long term value!

More and more folks are taking advantage of
the cases of beef.

This item is one case which contains 12 cans
total.

Longhorns Head To Tail Certified Texas
Longhorn Canned Beef. No Hormones! No
Steroids! No Antibiotics! Grass Fed! 100%

HEAT & SERVE BEEF
One Can Heat & Serve Beef - 28 oz

All food products are USDA processed
with canning seals twice-checked for
closure. Upon arrival of your order, it is
not unusual for some transit scratches
or dents. Unless seals are broken or
leaking, there is no reduction of product
integrity or long term value!

Longhorns Head To Tail Certified Texas
Longhorn Canned Beef. No Hormones! No
Steroids! No Antibiotics! Grass Fed! 100%
USA Product! Born-raised-processed-canned
in Ohio-USA!
From deep in the Appalachian Foot Hills of
Ohio, part of the Midwest known for quality
beef, comes now hear the sounds of
thundering Longhorn hooves a new product of
Longhorns Head to Tail, LLC. Before electric
freezers there was canned beef. It is here
again and for a lot of good reasons.
New Certified Texas Longhorn Beef (CTLB) is
carefully slow cooked, totally grass fed, free
range raised, all natural, and for convenience,

https://head2tail.com/product/heat-serve-pork-12-cans-read-details/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/meat/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/meat/
https://head2tail.com/product/heat-serve-beef-12-cans-2/
https://head2tail.com/product/heat-serve-beef/
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USA Product! Born-raised-processed-canned
in Ohio-USA!

From deep in the Appalachian Foot Hills of
Ohio, part of the Midwest known for quality
beef, comes "now hear the sounds of
thundering Longhorn hooves" a new product
of Longhorns Head to Tail, LLC.

Before electric freezers there was canned
beef. It is here again and for a lot of good
reasons. New Certified Texas Longhorn Beef
(CTLB) is carefully slow cooked, totally grass
fed, free range raised, all natural, and for
convenience, comes ready to heat and serve
in minutes.

Please be advised to store cans in a dry
place at room temperature to prevent
freezing. Freezing my cause the can to
swell and break the seal.

Most canned meat is a product of Brazil or
China. CTLB is home grown in the good old
USA. The ingredients do not include
califragiilistic expealodocious or monosodium
glutamate, but due to a total grass fed
product, it does contain wonderful omega-3,
vitamin E, and CLA along with many other
great and wonderful natural health treasures.

Each large 28 oz. can contains simply, beef &
salt. Very slow cooked, the juices are totally
retained for a wonderful broth. It is boneless
and has a minimum 5 year shelf life without
refrigeration. Perfect for emergency provision,
even if the electricity goes off.

Great for stews or soups -- Just add your
favorite vegetables and heat. Make "sloppy
joes" or add barbecue for a tail gate grub of
excellence. Enjoy just like fresh roast beef,
yet without the preparation time.

Note on BPA: Click here

*All products depart LHTT in new,
undamaged condition. Be advised that
some cans may have scratches or small
dents even though double wall boxed.
Any product that has not been damaged
in transit to the extent of leakage is
wholesome and safe to consume. (Thank
your lucky-stars you did not order glass
containers of okra jelly.)

Weight 24 lbs
Dimensions 16 × 12 × 5 in

Read More

comes ready to heat and serve in minutes.

Please be advised to store cans in a dry
place above room temperature to
prevent freezing. Freezing may cause
the can to swell and then break the seal.

Most canned meat is a product of Brazil or
China. CTLB is home grown in the good old
USA. The ingredients do not include
califragiilistic expealodocious or monosodium
glutamate, but due to a total grass fed
product, it does contain wonderful omega-3,
vitamin E, and CLA along with many other
great and wonderful natural health treasures.

Each large 28 oz. can contains simply, beef &
salt. Very slow cooked, the juices are totally
retained for a wonderful broth. It is boneless
and has a minimum 5 year shelf life without
refrigeration. Perfect for emergency provision,
even if the electricity goes off. Great for stews
or soups just add your favorite vegetables
and heat. Make sloppy joes or add barbecue
for a tail gate grub of excellence. Enjoy just
like fresh roast beef, yet without the
preparation time.

Note on BPA: Click here

*All products depart LHTT in new,
undamaged condition. Be advised that
some cans may have scratches or small
dents even though double wall boxed.
Any product that has not been damaged
in transit to the extent of leakage is
wholesome and safe to consume. (Thank
your lucky-stars you did not order glass
containers of okra jelly.)

Weight 2 lbs
Dimensions 6 × 6 × 6 in

Read More
Price: $17.50
Category: Meat

http://www.head2tail.com/canned/bpa.html
https://head2tail.com/product/heat-serve-beef-12-cans-2/
http://www.head2tail.com/canned/bpa.html
https://head2tail.com/product/heat-serve-beef/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/meat/
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Price: $205.20
Category: Meat

HEAT & SERVE TURKEY - READ
DETAILS.!!
One Can Heat & Serve Turkey - 28 oz

UPS SHIPPING ONLY. Be advised that if
UPS shipping is not chosen, customer
will be contacted and any extra shipping
costs that apply will need to be taken
care of before shipment of product.

All food products are USDA processed
with canning seals twice-checked for
closure. Upon arrival of your order, it is
not unusual for some transit scratches
or dents. Unless seals are broken or
leaking, there is no reduction of product
integrity or long term value!

From a separate division of LHT, out of the
Appalachian Foot Hills of Ohio, part of the
Midwest known for great nutritious food
production, comes an all new product "Heat
and Serve Turkey."

Before electric freezers preservation of farm
raised foods was by canning. It is an old
process with a 5 year shelf life minimum.
Lean meats grown on the rolling hills of Ohio
are carefully selected, trimmed and pressure
cooked to the exact second of perfection. Now

HEAT & SERVE TURKEY - 12 CANS.
READ DETAILS.!!
One Case Head & Serve Turkey - 12 cans

UPS SHIPPING ONLY. Be advised that if
UPS shipping is not chosen, customer
will be contacted and any extra shipping
costs that apply will need to be taken
care of before shipment of product.

All food products are USDA processed
with canning seals twice-checked for
closure. Upon arrival of your order, it is
not unusual for some transit scratches
or dents. Unless seals are broken or
leaking, there is no reduction of product
integrity or long term value!

This item is a case containing 12 cans.

From a separate division of LHT, out of the
Appalachian Foot Hills of Ohio, part of the
Midwest known for great nutritious food
production, comes an all new product "Heat
and Serve Turkey."

https://head2tail.com/product-category/meat/
https://head2tail.com/product/heat-serve-turkey-read-details/
https://head2tail.com/product/heat-serve-turkey-12-cans-read-details/
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it is available to heat and serve in minutes.

Most heat and serve meat products are
processed in Brazil, China or outside the USA.
All LHT meats are home grown in Ohio, USA.
The ingredients do not include monosodium
glutamate (MSG), extractives of koozonta,
artificial flavorings, dehydrated anything,
dextros or flabozakrin coloring.

LHT All Natural Turkey daily value is trans fat
O g, total carbohydrate Click here for full label
)

Each large 28 oz. can contains simply meat
and a pinch of salt. Very slow pressure
cooked, the juices are totally retained for a
wonderful broth. It is boneless with no waste.
Perfect for emergency provisions, even if the
electricity goes off. Great for salads, soups,
stews and sandwiches. Enjoy just like fresh
cooked meat, except without the preparation
time.

Please be advised to store cans in a dry
place at room temperature to prevent
freezing. Freezing my cause the can to
swell and break the seal.

Note on BPA: Click here

*All products depart LHTT in
new, undamaged condition.
Be advised that some cans
may have scratches or small
dents even though double
wall boxed. Any
product that has not been
damaged in transit to the
extent of leakage is
wholesome and safe to
consume. (Thank your lucky-
stars you did not order glass
containers of okra jelly.)
Weight 2 lbs
Dimensions 6 × 6 × 8 in

Read More
Price: $13.30
Category: Meat

Before electric freezers preservation of farm
raised foods was by canning. It is an old
process with a 5 year shelf life minimum.
Lean meats grown on the rolling hills of Ohio
are carefully selected, trimmed and pressure
cooked to the exact second of perfection. Now
it is available to heat and serve in minutes.

Most heat and serve meat products are
processed in Brazil, China or outside the USA.
All LHT meats are home grown in Ohio, USA.
The ingredients do not include monosodium
glutamate (MSG), extractives of koozonta,
artificial flavorings, dehydrated anything,
dextros or flabozakrin coloring.

LHT All Natural Turkey daily value is trans fat
O g, total carbohydrate Click here for full label
)

Each large 28 oz. can contains simply meat
and a pinch of salt. Very slow pressure
cooked, the juices are totally retained for a
wonderful broth. It is boneless with no waste.
Perfect for emergency provisions, even if the
electricity goes off. Great for salads, soups,
stews and sandwiches. Enjoy just like fresh
cooked meat, except without the preparation
time.

Please be advised to store cans in a dry
place at room temperature to prevent
freezing. Freezing my cause the can to
swell and break the seal.

Note on BPA: Click here

*All products depart LHTT in new,
undamaged condition. Be advised that
some cans may have scratches or small
dents even though double wall boxed.
Any product that has not been damaged
in transit to the extent of leakage is
wholesome and safe to consume. (Thank
your lucky-stars you did not order glass
containers of okra jelly.)

Weight 24 lbs
Dimensions 16 × 13 × 5 in

Read More
Price: $145.20
Category: Meat

http://www.head2tail.com/canned/bpa.html
https://head2tail.com/product/heat-serve-turkey-read-details/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/meat/
http://www.head2tail.com/canned/bpa.html
https://head2tail.com/product/heat-serve-turkey-12-cans-read-details/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/meat/
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HEAT & SERVE PORK - READ
DETAILS.!!
One Can Heat & Serve Pork - 28 oz

From a separate division of LHT, out of the
Appalachian Foot Hills of Ohio, part of the
Midwest known for great nutritious food
production, comes an all new product "Heat
and Serve Pork."

Before electric freezers preservation of farm
raised foods was by canning. It is an old
process with a 5 year shelf life minimum.
Lean meats grown on the rolling hills of Ohio
are carefully selected, trimmed and pressure
cooked to the exact second of perfection. Now
it is available to heat and serve in minutes.

Most heat and serve meat products are
processed in Brazil, China or outside the USA.
All LHT meats are home grown in Ohio, USA.
The ingredients do not include monosodium
glutamate (MSG), extractives of koozonta,
artificial flavorings, dehydrated anything,
dextros or flabozakrin coloring.

LHT All Natural Pork daily value is trans fat O
g, total carbohydrate Click here for full label

Each large 28 oz. can contains simply meat
and a pinch of salt. Very slow pressure
cooked, the juices are totally retained for a
wonderful broth. It is boneless with no waste.
Perfect for emergency provisions, even if the
electricity goes off. Great for salads, soups,
stews and sandwiches. Enjoy just like fresh
cooked meat, except without the preparation

https://head2tail.com/product/heat-serve-pork-read-details/
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time.

Please be advised to store cans in a dry
place at room temperature to prevent
freezing. Freezing my cause the can to
swell and break the seal.

Note on BPA: Click here

*All products depart LHTT in
new, undamaged condition.
Be advised that some cans
may have scratches or small
dents even though double
wall boxed. Any
product that has not been
damaged in transit to the
extent of leakage is
wholesome and safe to
consume. (Thank your lucky-
stars you did not order glass
containers of okra jelly.)
Weight 2 lbs
Dimensions 6 × 6 × 6 in

Read More
Price: $12.80
Category: Meat

http://www.head2tail.com/canned/bpa.html
https://head2tail.com/product/heat-serve-pork-read-details/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/meat/

